Bukhara Pedagogical Institute received the status of Bukhara State University based on the Presidential Decree PF-156 on February 28, 1992. 42 thousand highly qualified specialists were prepared between 1930 and 1990 at BukhSU.

Bukhara Pedagogical Institute was established on 9th of September 1930 based on the decree No.164 of the People’s Committee of Education of the Uzbek SSR. 35 students graduated from the University in 1933.

The 85th anniversary of the university was widely celebrated on the 11th of March 2016. BukhSU prepared 34216 highly qualified specialists between 1993 and 2016.

**NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN 2019**
- Bachelor degree — 10738
- Master degree — 226
- Second specialization degree — 526
- Distance learning — 431
- Special distance learning — 2831
- Number of international students — 324
- Number of doctoral students — 55
**Total:** 14222

**HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY**

**FACULTIES (DEPARTMENTS)**
- Faculty of Pedagogy
  - Psychology
  - Teacher education
- Faculty of Physics and Mathematics
  - Informatics Technologies
  - Mathematics
  - Physics
- Faculty of Natural Sciences
  - Biology
  - Chemistry
  - Ecology
- Faculty of Philology
  - Turkish Literature
  - Uzbek Philology
  - Russian Language and Literature
- Faculty of Foreign Languages
  - German and French Languages
  - Inter-lingual Foreign Languages
  - English Philology
  - English Literature
  - Department of Foreign Languages in Horizons University
- Faculty of Preschool and Primary School Education
  - The theory of elementary education
  - Preschool Education
  - Elementary education methodology
- Faculty of History and Cultural Heritage
  - History
  - Language-study of Islam
  - National law
  - Fundamentals of Economics
  - National law
  - History of Bukhara
  - World history
- Faculty of Physical Education
  - Theory and methodology of physical education
  - Physical Education and sports for other faculties
- Faculty of Basic Military Education
  - Basic Military Education
- Faculty of Economics and Management
  - Economics
  - Marketing and business management
  - Economics of the service sector
- Faculty of Art
  - Fine Arts
  - Photography and Design
- Faculty of Agro engineering and biotechnology
  - Agro engineering
- Faculty of Agronomy and Biotechnology
  - Natural science

**INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

BukhSU is cooperating with leading educational institutions and scientific research centres from more than 45 foreign countries. This cooperation is expanding day by day.

In 2019, 14 May, the people of Sheikh Rashid International Airport and the State of France.

In 2019, 15 May, Signing of a memorandum between BukhSU and the University of Economics named after D.A. Yulov.

In 2018, 22 May, Signing of a memorandum with the University of Economics named after D.A. Yulov.

**UNIVERSITY BUILDING**
- 8 educational buildings
- 262 classrooms
- 24 computer rooms
- 22 educational laboratories and workshops
- 12 scientific laboratories and centers
- 5 museums
- 1 library
- 1 student cafeteria
- 6 sports complex

(+99 865) 221-29-14
1. In accordance with the order of the State Inspectorate for Supervision of the quality of education under the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan issued on November 24, 2018, BukhSU received the State Accreditation Certificate for 5 years for compliance with the higher education institution and postgraduate education.

2. The national rating of the universities was first announced to the public in 2018. By the end of 2017, Bukhara State University holds the 13th position in the national ranking of universities in Uzbekistan.

3. According to the results of the tests taken from the graduates of the Universities, the graduates of the BukhSU took the 1st place among the graduates of the Republic of Uzbekistan.


5. It ranked 14th position in terms of scientific potential.

6. BukhSU ranked 8th place in terms of the number of international students.

**DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS:**

Tel.: +998 65 221-29-14, +998 65 221-27-18
Fax: +998 65 221-27-07
Email: bsu_info@edu.uz

List of documents required for international students to enroll in Bukhara State University:

1. Application to the name of the rector.
2. Copy of the national passport.
3. Certified copy of the certificate (diploma) confirming the secondary or secondary-special professional education received by the applicant.
4. Copy of the international passport or permission to visit foreign countries.
5. Medical certificate.
6. 6 photos (3 x 4).
7. Copy of residence permission in Uzbekistan (if applicable).

**WHY TO CHOOSE BukhSU?**

- HIGH QUALITY OF EDUCATION
- MEANINGFUL STUDENT LIFE
- ASSISTANCE IN PROVIDING JOB OPPORTUNITIES
- AFFORDABLE TUITION FEES
- MODERN CLASSROOMS
- PERSPECTIVES OF FURTHER SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY
- LOCATION IN THE ANCIENT AND EVER YOUNG CITY OF BUKHARA

At present, there are 12 faculties, 33 departments, 47 bachelor, 23 masters degree programs, 7 doctoral degree (DSc) and 21 (PhD) degree programs. The total number of academic staff working at the university is more than 712, including 37 Doctors of Sciences (DSc), PhDs 179, 28 independent applicants, 2 doctoral students and 83 doctoral students. There is also a Regional Center for Retraining and Advanced Training of Teachers at the Bukhara State University, as well as seven specialized scientific councils, the Japanese Language Center, Korean Language Teaching Center, Bukhara-Vakayana Tourism Education and Research Center, etc.

Address:
M. Ikbol str., 11, Bukhara, 200117, Uzbekistan
+998(65) 221-29-14

@buxdu  @buxdu  @buxdu2017
@buxdu_uz